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Summary 

 
In 2013, Bank of America re-launched its brand with the “Life’s Better When We’re Connected” 

campaign, designed to rebuild an emotional connection with our customers and help make their 

financial lives better through the power of every connection.  One of the early-identified populations 

we believed we could help was a large group of credit card holders we refer to as “Revolvers,” who 

carry a credit card balance from month-to-month.  These customers sometimes struggle paying down 

debt and paying on time, so typical credit card programs that reward spending encourage behavior 

which runs counter to what many in this population are doing or want to do.  

 

As part of our commitment to connect people to things that could make their financial lives better we 

set out to identify a product that would help and reward this underserved population.  The result was 

the BankAmericard Better Balance Rewards credit card which has become a product launch 

success story and an outstanding tangible demonstration of our brand commitment.  

 

Given their existing debt loads, Revolvers were disproportionately impacted by the financial crisis as 

banks were forced to close accounts and slash credit lines to mitigate risk.  Our research showed that 

dissatisfaction, anger and cynicism among this population were pervasive. 

 

We embarked on a yearlong series of ethnographic, qualitative, and quantitative research to 

understand and respond to the needs and wants of Revolvers.  Initial exploratory research revealed a 

resonant theme of wanting to be appreciated, and a desire to be rewarded for good payment habits.  

That sparked development of a concept that rewards customers who pay more than the required 

minimum payment and pay on time (they receive $25-$30 per quarter when they meet those two 

requirements).  Subsequent quantitative research validated the power of this concept, and we honed 

the positioning and specific language that would best appeal to the intended target population.   

 

 

 

Today “Better Balance Rewards” (BBR) is selling at 10% above projections and, more importantly, 

delivering on its promise to help Revolvers pay down their credit card debt faster and improve their 

financial standing.  Compared to “BankAmericard Visa,” the other Revolver-centric card in our 
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portfolio, emerging data shows BBR has a 16% higher payment rate, 25% lower loss rate, and 

significantly higher average FICO score.  It has been embraced by consumer advocates and personal 

finance bloggers.   It strikes the emotional chord we seek – as indicated by Ad Testing where our ad 

scored highest in “Emotional Impact” (4.21) among a set of competitor credit card ads and 

significantly higher than Millward Brown’s Total Norm for that attribute (2.27).   

 

In 2014 survey testing of 56 Bank of America product demonstrations, Better Balance Rewards was 

the overall top performer across the study’s three summary dimensions: “helpful in meeting needs,” 

“generating actions,” and “supporting Brand Pillars.”  It terms of specific attributes, it scored in the top 

5% in showing the bank is “acting in the customer’s best interest” and “values and appreciates their 

customers.”  It ranked at or near the top among both customer and prospect segments in addressing 

critical financial needs like saving and planning for retirement, reducing debt and expenses.  New 

Customer Satisfaction scores are significantly higher than for any of the bank’s other retail credit 

cards, with scores ranging from 4% to 15% higher depending on the card and acquisition channel.  

 

Finally, Bank of America was ranked the #2 most improved overall brand in YouGov’s BrandIndex 

Buzz rankings for 2014 after being the #3 most improved overall brand in 2013.  The successful 

launch of customer-centric products that make financial lives better like the BankAmericard Better 

Balance Rewards credit card have contributed to improved perceptions of Bank of America through 

advertising, news media and word of mouth. 
 

 
 
 

Marketing Challenge  
 

Half of all credit card customers are Revolvers yet almost all cards today are built to appeal primarily 
to “Transactors” -- those who pay in full each month and value most the “free” rewards they earn for 
spending.   We wanted to create a different kind of card, one that aligns to what this huge segment 
values.   
 

Cards targeted to Revolvers have historically been generic, feature-light, balance transfer offers.  We 
found that Revolvers want a card that not only helps them save money but demonstrates the bank’s 
appreciation for the interest charges and fees they pay, and their efforts to pay on time.  Our 

challenge then became to: 
 

1. Create a card that reinforces positive responsible behavior, one that genuinely encourages and 
helps Revolvers to pay down their credit card debt more quickly. 

2. Challenge perceptions that financial institutions do not act in their customers’ best interests. 
3. Position the card in a way that resonates strongly among Revolvers while being less compelling to 

pay-in-full Transactors, a population for whom the card’s business case was not designed.   

4. Improve perceptions of the BAC brand via a product that is designed to help customers.  
 

The result was a differentiated credit card value proposition:  turn your good payment habits into 
savings.  Research was critical to the success of the campaign by developing a product that fulfills 
the needs and wants of our Revolving customers using positioning and language that resonates 

powerfully among this population.  

Research contributed to the 

  

 

 
 

Methodology  
 
Starting with Ethnographic research we immersed ourselves in the mindset and lives of Revolvers 
by visiting them in their homes across the country.   They are a population whose motivations, 
behavior, and perceptions differ markedly from those of Transactors.  Some Revolvers carry balances 
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periodically due to situational need, some always carry balances out of habit, choice, or necessity, 
and a third group, which we nicknamed “Reformed Revolvers,” is in a pay-down mode seeking to 
limit card spending  in order to bring their debt under control.  Insights from this phase were taken 
into a series of Focus Groups and additional In-Depth Interviews (IDIs) where we deepened our 

understanding of what Revolvers need, want, and wish-for.   
 
At that point, we invited the strongest participants from the ethnographies, focus groups, and IDIs to 
join a 3-day Online Bulletin Board where we played back emerging themes and hypotheses to 
gather additional Revolver reactions and help in refining them.   
 
What were the insights from these initial Qualitative Phases? 

• Saving is a considerable unmet need and an ongoing struggle  
• Revolvers want to be rewarded for doing the right thing as it relates to their credit card  
• They feel deserving of bank attention and recognition but feel no big bank delivers it  
• They want to feel in control and empowered in their current financial situation 

 
We then followed up with an all-day Ideation session where a group of marketing strategists 

(Ipsos’ independently contracted “MasterMinds”) collaborated with a cross-functional bank team 
representing areas like Product Development, Marketing, Finance, Banking Centers, and Customer 

Service to build actual product concepts.  We prepared the teams with pre-work that included 
insights from the research as well as perspectives from Database Analytics, Finance, and Competitive 
Intelligence.  During the ideation we shared a professionally-edited video summary of the 
ethnographies, IDIs and focus group sessions to help give our target population a face.   
 

The most promising concepts from ideation went into an intense weeklong series of Consumer 
Workshops where we iteratively tested, debriefed, revised, and retested the concepts in order to 
winnow down and polish a select few for Quantitative Testing and Development.  These studies 
included Concept Screening where we identified the best concept and Optimization where we 
determined the right set of features and most compelling way to talk about the BankAmericard 
Better Balance Rewards credit card.  A critical challenge was to determine language that instantly 
signals to revolvers that this is a product created for them while limiting appeal among Transactors 

whose pay-in-full behavior cannot support this value proposition.  Articulation research tested 
messaging approaches seeking the one that maximized the gap between Revolver and Transactor 
“intent-to-apply.”  Naming research took the articulation learnings and tested appropriate product 
names.  

 
Post-launch, we have employed Customer Satisfaction Surveys to ensure we are meeting needs 

and optimizing customer experience, and that the product is well-understood.  TV Ad testing 
compared our BBR ad to competitive ads with key metrics including Persuasion and Branding.  
Continuous Ad and Brand Tracking measured Recall and Resonance.  Closing the loop, Needs 
Assessment research assessed the extent to which Better Balance Rewards is meeting top-
identified consumer financial needs, such as for saving and paying down debt compared to other 
bank products and services, as well as the impact it can have on our brand. 
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Creative Execution  
 

BankAmericard Better Balance Rewards credit card was introduced in 2013 pursuant to our newly 
launched “Life’s Better When We’re Connected” campaign, a national cross-platform media effort via 

paid media channels and bank-owned channels.   Tactics included a presence within environments 
that would trigger consideration, such as shopping sites Amazon and eBay, as well as credit card 
comparison sites like Bankrate and Forbes, which feature content on credit management.  
 
National TV and Digital video debuted in November 2013 and were included as part of the national 
brand campaign because of the product’s tight alignment with our commitment to helping improve 

customers’ financial lives.  The campaign for Better Balance Rewards included high-visibility 
programming such as NFL, ESPN, and Modern Family, while also leveraging more targeted network 
environments including TBS, CNN, and FX. Late 2013 also included PR support anchored on financial 
advice through Lizzie Post and other bloggers as well as a continuation of Digital activity. 
 
TV, Digital Video, and other Digital support intensified in 2014 and included an expansion into early- 
morning programming (e.g. The Today Show) and a larger group of cable networks (e.g. Discovery, 

HGTV). A custom Digital program was built in partnership with Y! Shine and The Ellen Show Good 
News Platform.  
 
A comprehensive satellite media tour was developed to launch in conjunction with the new product 
launch.  The tour consisted of TV and face-to-face opportunities for media stations nationwide to 
highlight financial advisor Farnoosh Torabi speaking on tips for good financial management.  Where 
appropriate, Ms. Torabi noted the benefit of the BankAmericard Better Balance Rewards credit card 

in helping customers pay down balances, reinforcing a positive brand fit from a trusted source.   
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Business Impact 
 

The bank’s Product team proudly calls Better Balance Rewards “the card our customers built.”   

It is a powerful demonstration of our customer-centric brand position: to help make financial lives 
better, through the power of every connection.   It addresses negative perceptions around trust (which 
improved significantly in 2014) and advocacy that have undermined our brand and the entire banking 
sector.  Customers recognize that this is a product designed to help them, as witnessed by scores for 
the attributes “acting in their best interest” and “values and appreciates their customers” that 
are 68% and 52% higher, respectively, compared to the bank’s overall credit card scores.   

 
Better Balance Rewards ranks among the bank’s most positively perceived products and services.   
Most recently, 2014 survey testing of 56 Bank of America product demonstrations found Better Balance 
Rewards to be the overall top performer across the study’s three summary dimensions of 
“helpful in meeting needs,” “generating actions,” and “supporting Brand Pillars.”   In terms of 
specific attributes, it scored in the highest tier in meeting critical customer financial needs like saving 
and planning for retirement, and reducing debt and expenses.  The value proposition strikes the 

emotional chord our brand is focused on, indicated by Ad Testing where our ad scored highest in 

“Emotional Impact” (4.21) among a set of competitor credit card ads airing at the same time and 
significantly higher than Millward Brown’s Total Norm for that attribute (2.27).  These positive 
perceptions all correlate to improved sales, activation and usage.   
 
New customer satisfaction is significantly higher than for any of our core retail credit cards with 
scores ranging from 4% to 15% higher depending upon the card and acquisition channel.  This is 

especially notable given that Revolvers almost always have lower satisfaction with their credit cards 
than Transactors.   The card has earned praise from consumer advocates and personal finance 
bloggers.   
 
From a financial perspective, Sales volume is beating original projections by over 10%, and 
activation growth rates are up almost 5% since launch as more customers see the value of 

rewarding responsible payment behavior.   
 
Bank of America was ranked the #2 most improved overall brand in YouGov’s 2014 BrandIndex 
Buzz rankings after being the #3 most improved overall brand in 2013.  The successful launch 

of customer-centric products that make financial lives better like the BankAmericard Better Balance 
Rewards credit card have contributed to improved perceptions of Bank of America through advertising, 
news media and word of mouth.  Improved brand perceptions contribute significantly to the 

relationship deepening decisions that drive our customer strategy. 
 
Probably the most encouraging measures are those that demonstrate the product is having its intended 
effect.  The latest data comparing the card’s performance to “BankAmericard Visa,” the other Revolver-
targeted card in our portfolio, show that BBR has a 16% higher payment rate – meaning customers 
are paying off their debt faster, a 26% lower loss rate, and a significantly higher average FICO 
score.  These metrics testify to the tangible impact Better Balance Rewards is having on improving 

Revolvers’ financial lives.   

 


